Poticha 4-584 Studio ...........................................................................................................................................Spring 08
Monday 7:00-10:00pm
Wednesday 1:-5:00pm
Friday 1:00-5:00pm.

A new 400 seat community theater, gallery and public plaza-open space North of the new Eugene Public Library
The theater approx. 12,000 Sq. Ft. will be a full performance theater with all the necessary components with the exception of set construction. It will be for performances, movies, lectures, receptions and public events.

The gallery will be approx. 7500 Sq. Ft. as the City of Eugene’s Art Museum with a permanent collection and a gallery for monthly exhibits. The gallery will have all the necessary gallery support such as archives, receiving and workshop.

The plaza or open space will function to support these built requirements as well the neighborhood and the exiting Library.